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A boy's fascination with 
machines leads him down a 

path of deceit and betrayal.
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For 10 year old Scotty, nothing taps into the 
primal relationship between man and machine MORE 
than taking the family car through A car wash. 
YET his Dad FORBIDS IT and thus begins a web of 
lies involving a terminally ill plush toy, a black 
market kidney and bunnies sold into sexual 
slavery. Now Scotty will learn a valuable life 
lesson - to deceive your loved ones is a road 
that leads to ruin.  
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SYNOPSIS
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Whilst parables exist as some of the oldest forms 
of storytelling that humans have, they are mainly 
intended for children attending Sunday school. 

Since most adults today surround themselves in 
literature comprising of magazines, airport fiction 
and Facebook updates, my intention was to take 
the parable and recreate it for a modern audience. 
Not only to remind them of the world we create 
for ourselves as children, but to take the classic 
parable structure and subvert it to a surrealist 
level.

- Kevin Lim

DIRECTOR’S
STATEMENT
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I have known Kevin for awhile and love his wicked 
sense of humour – it’s half the reason we are 
friends and work well together. This story plays 
right to that humour. We knew it was well 
tailored to a Tropfest audience – two kids, 
ridiculous dialogue, the right gags and a pretty 
ludicrous situation. There are also hints to a 
nostalgia of a bygone era - the beloved 90's, a 
time when we were kids and a Sydney summer was 
always hot, a Bubble O' Bill would cost you 50 
cents and the only tablet you knew of was in a 
Panadol packet. We wanted to play with the 
traditional parable yet imbue it with a 
particularly nasty streak that any audience 
member of Tropfest young or old could 
understand. And if not, THEY’LL at least have a 
good laugh.

- April Tafe

PRODUCER’S
STATEMENT
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A product of the 80’s, nothing spoke to 
Writer and Director Kevin Lim more than 
“Transformers”, “Knight Rider” and “Astro Boy”. 
So obviously, machine on machine action in 
the form of mechanised car washes was the 
pinnacle of this obsession. 

Reminded about this fascination of car 
washes in 2005, Lim wrote the script for “The 
Pledge for MISTER Bunny” AND SUBMITTED IT TO 
THE “NSW YOUNG FILMMAKERS FUND”. THE 
APPLICATION WAS REJECTED ON THE GROUNDS OF 
BEING TOO DARK AND SO THE PROJECT WAS 
SHELVED. 

It wasn’t until 2012 WHEN ENTRIES for Tropfest 
2013 OPENED that Lim felt he was ready to 
dust off “MISTER Bunny” for production.
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THE IDEA
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April Tafe, Aaron McLisky, Kevin Lim and Steven Kirkby 
all met in the advertising production circle and 
decided to remind themselves of why they got into 
the production business in the first place. The result 
was the short film, “Lichen” which has (to date) BEEN 
NOMINATED FOR BEST SHORT FILM at the Warsaw 
International Film Festival, Baja International Film 
Festival and Flickerfest. 

During post on “Lichen”, McLisky quizzed Lim on any old 
scripts he had lying around. Lim regaled McLisky WITH 
THE TALE of “MISTER Bunny” and McLisky urged him to 
resurrect it. Lim then sent the script to Tafe and 
within days, the three decided it would be their entry 
into Tropfest 2013.

Thus began AN EXHAUSTIVE CASTING PROCESS LASTING 
MANY WEEKS TO FIND CHILD ACTORS UP TO THE TASK.  WITH 
MANY OF THE CREW FROM “LICHEN” RETURNING, “MISTER BUNNY” 
BEGAN PRODUCTION IN NOVEMBER 2012 FUELED WITH A 
COLLECTION OF LIFE SAVINGS AND GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS 
THROUGH A POZIBLE APPLICATION.

THE PROCESS
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KEVIN LIM - WRITER + Director

Kevin has worked in production for the past eight years 
having directed and produced for brands such as Coca-Cola, 
Nestle, Sony and MasterCard. He can often be found reading, 
writing impenetrable text and touching his cat, Stanley. 

APRIL TAFE - PRODUCER

In 1986 April Hannah Tafe was named after Woody 
Allen's “Hannah and Her Sisters”. She has since spent (close to) 
a quarter-century of life in love with the magic of film and 
the beauty of a good story. She now works in television for 
the SBS (Special Broadcasting Service) network as a 
production co-ordinator specialising in producing and 
broadcasting innovative and culturally diverse content for 
a multicultural Australia. Energetic and always seeking a 
good story, April's passion is to craft homegrown stories for 
screen and to do it well.

MICHELLE LIM - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Michelle never had a desire to make a short film before but 
she was subjected to an adolescence of listening to her 
younger brother Kevin watch and re-watch Scorsese and 
Kubrick films with the volume way too high. She bought him 
his first Super 8 camera, Laserdisc player and XL1 so it only 
made sense she give him half the money for Mr Bunny also. She 
works  in clinical research for a pharmaceutical company and 
hopes Kevin will get around to paying her back one day. 
 

AARON McLISKY - DIRECTOR of PHOTOGRAPHY

After growing up in Indonesia for the best of 10  years Aaron 
returned home to Australia where he began his career in 
production. Over the past 5 years he has worked across 
various content for brands such as Coca Cola, Nestle, 
Westfield, Sony and St Vincent DePaul. Aaron has worked 
extensively in most areas of production from editing an 
Australian Independent feature named “$quid” to directing 
branded online content and nation-wide TVC's. Currently his 
work with Soda Honey Film's mark the beginnings of his recent 
endeavour to becoming an award winning Cinematographer. 

BRUCE HEALD  - COMPOSER

Bruce has been at the forefront of music for TV and 
advertising for over a decade producing many of Australia's 
best-known, award-winning scores. From the Pistols to Chopin 
- his superlative skills mean that no brief is too broad for 
Bruce to execute perfectly.

He runs the creative department at Noise where he regularly 
collaborates with other composers and talented musos to 
create magnum opi of the musical variety.

KENT HAU - EDITOR

For over 5 years Kent has edited a wide variety of TVCs, 
branded content, TV content and music videos. He enjoys 
nothing more than finding and building a compelling narrative 
from hours of footage. Recently he edited the 2012 Tropfest 
finalist “My Constellation” and hopes to be shortlisted a 
second time. 

WHO WE ARE
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ELLACOCA HAMMER-McIVER - “NELLY”

Seven year old EllaCoco had her first screen debut as a 
baby in 2005 on “Home and Away”. Since then she has appeared in 
commercials for HBF, Woolworths and Arnotts. She loves to 
sing, dance and perform. “The Pledge For mister Bunny” marks 
her short film debut.

STEVEN KIRKBY - 1st ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Steven started in news as a Cameraman before moving into 
editing and motion graphics. For the past few years he has 
worked as an Art Director for broadcast graphics, TVCs, 
corporates and  art installations. He currently freelances 
for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation and Channel 7 
and is Kevin's best drinking buddy. 

GENEVIEVE GRAHAM - ART DIRECTOR / 2nd ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR

Genevieve Graham works at SBS (Special Broadcasting Service) 
during the day and loves films about the heart, 
documentaries about the mind and shorts about bunnies. She 
would like to be to be Sir David Attenborough when she 
grows up.

JOE GARCIA - PRODUCTION DESIGNER

Originally from Los Angeles, Joe studied animation and 
graphic design at The Art Institute of Los Angeles and The 
Art Institute of Philadelphia. He later served four years in 
the U.S Army as a Watercraft Engineer. Combining these skills 
Joe has been working with the Art Department making custom 
props for Television and commercials.

PREMA WEIR - LEAD VISUAL EFFECTS

Always looking for good stories to tell (rarely true) Prema 
became enamoured with film and animation, mega drive and 
Miyazaki. Graduating from Design and a Masters in animation 
degree in 2006 she has worked as a designer, motion graphics 
artist and design director while also lecturing in motion 
graphics and advanced video at UTS. Prema now works as a 
freelance motion designer while developing her own animated 
stories.

STUART ROWSELL- SFX MAKE UP + PROSTHETICS 

Stuart is the Creative Director of Bloodhound FX Studio and 
has worked as a special make-up FX and model making prop 
builder on over 20  feature films, TV series, music videos, 
award winning commercials and short films.

KATHLEEN BURROWS - SOUND DESIGNER

Kathleen's extensive musical education gave her an intuitive 
understanding of sound, which she now uses to great effect 
in all her work. She is a multi-award winning Sound Designer 
having spent most of her career at the cutting-edge of 
sound design for film, TV and advertising. She has worked for 
sound houses, recording studios and TV stations all over the 
world and in the process, produced a plethora of 
outstanding work.
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TOM USHER - “SCOTTY”

Tom was born in Los Angeles in the shadow of the Hollywood 
sign in 2002 and thus acting was hardwired into his DNA. His big 
screen debut was in Stephan Elliott's “A Few Best Men” and his 
theatrical debut at Belvoir in Matthew Whittet's acclaimed 
“Old Man”. He is currently playing the role of Dick Thornhill in 
the Sydney Theatre Company's adaptation of “The Secret 
River” and will next be seen in “The Landing”.

WHO WE ARE
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English
07:00 duration
2:35 aspect ratio
REDCODE RAW
HDCAM, Quicktime ProRes available upon request
Stereo

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
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Print quality stills available upon request

PUBLICITY
STILLS
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PRODUCTION
STILLS

Print quality stills available upon request
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